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INTRODUCTION METHODS

Despite the worldwide spread of robotic surgery, it remains a

relatively new surgical modality, particularly in the UK (1).

Surgical teams face logistical challenges for set-up, safety and

efficiency with the robot as a new “team member”.

The aim of this study was to explore staff experiences for

adapting to new working approaches at two tertiary established

robotic centres to inform how to ensure high quality outcomes.

The study was approved by Sheffield Research Ethics Committee: 18/YH/0098,

and local research departments.

Robotic procedures were observed at 2 tertiary hospitals, and laparoscopic/open

procedures were added for comparison; field notes were taken

contemporaneously. One-to-one interviews with the interprofessional theatre team

members were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim. Qualitative analysis was

conducted using grounded theory via NVIVO12.

This study presents the first in-depth analysis of the

impact of presence of the surgical robot on theatre

dynamics and team interactions. It sets a theoretical

framework of setting up a safe and efficient robotic

programme to provide quality patient care. This may

guide hospitals and teams wishing to adopt robotic

surgery regardless of surgical discipline.

Twenty-nine participants (26 interviewed) were recruited to the study (11 females) and 134 (109

robotic) hours of observation were completed across gynaecology, urology, and colorectal surgery.

Data coalesced around three major themes relating to 1) The Robotic Team (structure and

consistency, training and experience and teamwork and support, 2) Theatre processes (factors

relating to theatre efficiency and patient safety) and 3) Staff emotions (positive and negative

emotions, including active and passive stressors).

Data synthesis and comparison within and between sites proposed a robotic proficiency theory

(figure 1) which relies on four major pillars: 1. Collaborative and supportive leadership, 2. A well-

trained and supported team, 3. Consistent processes with robust governance, and 4. Optimal

performance at the end of the team’s learning curve.

CONCLUSIONSRESULTS

Setting-up the perfect Robotic Surgical Programme; a qualitative observational 

and interview study of staff experiences at two tertiary UK hospitals.

Figure 1: Elements of Robotic Proficiency. For a team to achieve optimal robotic performance, it requires collaborative and supportive leadership with role

and practice clarity a cohesive membership where staff are appropriately trained and practice consistently together achieving a collective team

experience, within a robust robotic governance framework. Such a programme is set to achieve a safe and efficient robotic service that provides quality

robotic patient care.
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“I think our setup was down to the build up

and the preparation before we started the

programme. Other services haven’t done

what we did before, they’ve just gone,

dived in.. (in our service) from the start it’s

been excellent, that’s down to Mr

(surgeon) and his setup, it’s been really

methodical right from the start, we've

known what we were doing.. everything

was written down for us..” Surgical

assistant 2.

“Because you’ve got no tactile feedback

inside the abdomen.. if you’re not

properly trained and you can do a lot of

harm.. there’s lots of cases in the

literature about unregulated adoption of

robotics leading to fairly significant

serious untoward events..” Surgeon 7.

“..we have two first assistants and two or

three scrub nurses that have all grown up

with the programme and a handful of

people working on the floor.. a surgeon in

training wasn’t as good as a first assistant,

but that’s because they do that technique

consistently..” Anaesthetist 4.

“ODP told me this

OR was not set up

for a robot that

takes up a lot of

space and pointed

to a shelf with

stacks of sterile

packages over it

and said these are

not supposed to be

there but there is

no other space

especially after

they brought

equipment for

sterilising

instruments into

theatre..” Obs 1.


